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Our differentiated business model
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Delivering a full suite of energy solutions
Distributed Solar & Wind

Smart Energy Solutions
Energy Services
Electric Vehicle Charging
Retail Electric Providers
Power on the Go

Demand Response

Combined Heat & Power Systems

Backup Generation

District Energy Systems
Fuel Cells
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Carbon Commitments
O U R G O AL │ Grow our business while …

Our goals will avoid approximately 3 billion tons of C02
emissions, equivalent to avoiding all of New York City’s
C02 emissions, at 2005 levels, for 65 years.

reducing

2014

C02 by
50%
by 2030
2030

On the path to

90% C02
reduction by
by 2050

2050
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Four Product Future

1

2

Renewables


Renewables will provide the
vast majority of energy
needed by consumers.
Utility-scale renewables
growth will track strongly
along existing (and
expanding) state RPS
targets. Distributed
renewables will also grow,
enabled by rate design, state
policies, consumer demand
and improving economics.
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Storage


Utility-scale or commerciallysited energy storage can
balance variable renewables
generation and manage
peak demands while
providing critical grid support
products (e.g. ancillaries).
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Controllable demand


Smart, controllable loads,
e.g. connected water
heaters, will become
pervasive in end-use devices
and can address capacity /
demand-shift challenges
imposed by high
penetrations of weatherdependent renewables. This
will provide value to
customers and the grid.

Fast-ramping gas


Fast-start gas capacity can
provide flexible, dispatchable
capacity to ramp as needed
to balance renewables.
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Team structure
Specialists:
Dylan, Charlotte, Greg, Scott

Sustainability:
Bruno, Laurel, Katie

Solutions:
Lynda, Emerson, Rachel

Lynda Clemmons
Bruno Sarda

Greg Kandankulam

Laurel Peacock
Scott Macmurdo

Katie Ryan

Emerson
Halstead

Dylan Siegler

Charlotte
Blommestijn

Rachel Ett
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Trends in sustainable
business

Material* Sustainability Issues for the Electric
Power Sector
•

The core mandate of electric power companies is to provide safe, reliable, and
affordable power. They must do this while also addressing the three pillars of
sustainability and transitioning to a more modern fleet.



There is strong consensus that the material
issues identified—especially water
availability, greenhouse gas emissions, and
skilled workforce availability—can be
expected to grow in importance over the
next five years.



Global trends indicate that demand is
increasing for smarter energy with
significantly reduced emissions



The sector must at the same time undertake
the challenge of updating their operations to
include innovative technologies and
addressing emerging national security
issues.
*A “material” sustainability issue is an environmental, social, and/or economic issue that has the potential to impact the
long-term viability of electric utilities and/or their stakeholders.”
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Radical Transparency
Sustainability issues have entered into the financial market landscape.
 Multitude of frameworks created to
improve the standardization of producing
and using (ESG) disclosures

81%
of the S&P 500
publish a
sustainability
report
 As of 2016, over 20% of financial assets
under professional management in the USA
are being invested using sustainable investing
strategies

59%
of institutional investors
considered CSR or
sustainability reports
essential or important when
making investment
decisions

76%
increase of customers
using ESG data on
Bloomberg
terminals
between 2013-14

Better access to data will enhance how ESG-related risks are
assessed, priced, and managed.
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Rise in sustainable investing
There is growing indication that sustainability is a mainstream investment issue
Investors believe sustainability creates
tangible value:
- 75% cite improved revenue performance and
operational efficiency from sustainability
- >60% believe that solid sustainability
performance reduces company risk
Investors are prepared to divest:
- ~50% say they won’t invest in a company with
a record of poor sustainability performance
- ~60% of investment firm board members say
they are willing to divest from companies with
a poor sustainability footprint

Climate change remains the most significant overall environmental factor in
terms of assets, affecting:
• $1.42 trillion in money manager assets and $2.15 trillion in institutional
investor assets— more than 3x the amounts affected in 2014.
• Shareholders concerned about climate risk filed 93 resolutions
specifically on the subject in 2016.

Opportunities for NRG:
• Continue to focus on sustainability transparency and performance
• Engage money managers and institutional investors around our
sustainability performance
• Grow our long term investor base by continuing to lead on sustainability

NRG Energy, Inc. Confidential
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Rise of sustainable procurement
Sectors developing standards and
frameworks for sourcing and
distribution of their products

Supply chain management and transparency will be at the center
of business strategy over the next decade.
• Shareholder resolutions increasingly focused on this topic

73%
of institutional investors would
reconsider investment if the
disclosure of risks in the supply
chain was not addressed*

Companies representing $2T
in procurement spend surveyed over 7800
suppliers about sustainability performance
through CDP in 2015, in addition to many
public sector buyers

Corporate buyers are extending their sustainability commitments to
suppliers
• Many companies have now set specific and ambitious reduction goals for
their supply chains (ie Walmart, HP, Unilever, McDonald’s, etc.) including
emissions, water, labor practices, human rights and others.
Customers are demanding sustainable products and pushing
companies to innovate
• Dell collects e-waste from customers and uses the reclaimed and reused
post-consumer plastics to manufacture new computers
• Rising interest in Circular Economy also changing procurement practices

Corporations are taking action to ensure their supply chains are
transparent, resilient and responsible
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Rise in corporate sustainability commitments
There has been a 10X increase in two
years in the number of commitments
made to climate action.
Companies have been adopting more
aggressive targets around:
 Emissions reductions
 Renewable energy
 Deforestation
 Water
 Energy productivity
 Sustainable growth
Companies have also been improving
operational or governance measures for
climate risk through
• Use a price on carbon
• More transparency in policy engagement
and political spending

Nearly 1100 companies have committed to science-based
emissions reduction targets

88 major companies
commit to 100%
renewable power, many
more have commitments
of 50% and up. Powerhungry IT sector leading
way.

Sustainability leaders are better able to manage their climate risk,
gain competitive edge over their peers, and reap reputational
benefits
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Market Analysis:
Market Size in US
Estimating market size is extremely difficult given leniency in definitions of “sustainable” investing and lack of
visibility into the holdings of certain types of investors
US AUM:
$45 Trillion

Investors who have stated they
incorporate sustainability-related topics in
investment decision making; includes
investing, divesting, proposals- based on
survey data

Sustainable AUM:
$9 Trillion

Investors who are not incorporating
sustainability-related topics in
investment decision making; focus
purely on financial targets

Mainstream:
$36 Trillion

Sustainable Funds:
$2.5 Trillion

Other Asset Classes
$6.5 Trillion

Value of all equity, fixed income and
alternative investment in the US

Potential funds focused on
sustainability-related investing

Green bonds, impact investing,
community investing, etc.., and
other assets not specified as
“funds”
Emerging area of growth:
mainstream slowly transitioning

Dedicated / SRI
$70 Billion
Firms / Funds with strict
sustainability screening and
criteria

ESG Integration
$2.4 Trillion
Firms / funds that integrate ESG or
Sustainability topics to some, not
specified degree
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Source: US SIF, GSIA, Ipreo, NRG analysis

Sustainability Priorities & Objectives
2017 and beyond
The platform for NRG Sustainability includes three strategic priorities

Reduce risk &
ensure continuity

Drive business
results

Enhance brand
value

There are 8 key objectives areas we will address to create these outcomes
Enable customer
success

Lead the
industry

in achieving
sustainable energy
outcomes

Define and
drive

Integrate
sustainability

NRG operational
sustainability

in transparency
through reporting
and disclosure

into core
businesses

Turn
stakeholders

Drive
supply chain
sustainability

Be recognized

Broaden
sustainability

into allies and value
drivers

and uncover
opportunities

as sustainability
thought leader and
innovator in our
sector

beyond
environmental
concerns
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Capital Allocation Example

Petra Nova Carbon Capture Project
April 2017

Carbon capture at commercial scale
Achieved COD on Dec. 29, 2016

• Captures approximately 1.6 million
tons per year of carbon dioxide (CO2)
• CO2 is used to enhance oil production
at the West Ranch Oilfield
• Sequestering 5,200 tons of CO2 per day

ON TIME AND ON BUDGET
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Five Projects in One
No impact on power
plant or its costs
1

1. Diverting the flue gas from an
existing facility (Parish Unit 8)
2

CCS Facility

2. Processing flue gas in a carbon
capture system to strip out the CO2
3. Transport CO2 to a nearby oil field.

CO2 Source
Parish 8

3
5
4
Oil Field
CO2 Flood

CO2
Pipeline

4. CO2-EOR operation to produce
otherwise unrecoverable oil
5. Transport and sell oil –
marketing, selling, and transporting
the recovered oil
Oil revenues pay for the
entire project

Turning a by-product into a revenue stream
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How Carbon Capture Works
Post combustion amine-based CO2 capture systems are an adaptation of a technology that has been
around since the 1930s, but are just now being used to treat coal flue gas

Flue Gas
Slipstream
11% CO2

Conditioned Flue
Gas

Solvent
w/ CO2

Absorber

Quencher

CCS

99.9%
Pure CO2

Regenerator

Compressor

Parish 8
Steam
Solvent
w/o CO2

EOR

Power

Cogen

81-mile
CO2 Pipeline

West Ranch
Crude Oil
CO2 Flood

Large scale CO2-EOR has been proven
successfully since the early 1970s to
produce otherwise unrecoverable oil from
mature fields (tertiary recovery).

The integration of proven technologies into a value creation chain
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Petra Nova Site
Regenerator
Cogeneration
(steam & power)

Absorber

CO2 Pipeline

Compressor

Quencher

Flue Duct
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TCV’s CO2 Pipeline
• 81 Miles (Parish to West Ranch)
• ~160 landowners
• 12” diameter
• .330 wall pipe (.406 on HDDs)
• 8 Mainline Valves (MLVs)
•
•
•
•

Miles (Parish
to West
• 811,900
psi at
inletRanch)

12” diameter

wall pipe
(.406
HDDs)
• .330
~1,350
psi
atondelivery
1,900 psi at inlet

• No intermediate compression
• Excess capacity (up to 2x)

•
•

Private pipeline
No condemnation power
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West Ranch Field – Central Facilities
•

200 new wells to be drilled (50% now
complete)

•

2 central processing facilities to
separate oil-CO2-water then re-inject
CO2 and water
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Commercial Structure and Our Partners
Partner Summary
JX Holdings is a leading integrated energy, resources,
and materials company
NRG Energy, Inc. is the largest independent power
company in the US
Hilcorp Energy is one of the largest privately-held oil
and natural gas E&P companies in the US

JBIC and NEXI are wholly-owned by the
Japanese government.

US DOE awarded $190 MM grant funded through
Clean Coal Power Initiative

Well-Structured Project with Strong and Experienced Partners
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Thank you

Greg Kandankulam
Senior Manager, Sustainability
Greg.Kandankulam@nrg.com

